Vanished: A Private Justice Novel
by Irene Hannon

About the Book
A tenacious reporter. A skeptical PI. And a secret that will shatter lives.
Reporter Moira Harrison is lost. In the dark. In a thunderstorm. When a lone figure suddenly appears in the
beam of her headlights, Moira slams on her brakes --- but it’s too late. She feels the solid thump against the
side of her car before crashing into a tree on the far side of the road.
A man opens her door, tells her he saw everything, and promises to call 911. Then the world fades to black.
When she comes to, she is alone. No man. No 911. No injured person. But she can’t forget the look of terror
she saw on that face in the instant before her headlights swung away. And she can’t get anyone to believe
her story --- except maybe a handsome ex–homicide detective turned private eye, who reluctantly agrees to
take on the case.
As clues begin to surface, it becomes obvious that someone doesn’t want this mystery solved-and will stop at
nothing to protect a shocking secret.

Discussion Guide
1. Moira’s story about her strange experience on the rainy road is dismissed by everyone --- yet she feels
compelled to investigate because the image of the woman’s terrified eyes is burned in her memory. In Moira’s
place, what would you have done after that night? Why?
2. Cal was never able to pin the blame for his wife’s death on the perpetrator, and he continues to feel guilt
over her death. Do you think his self-recrimination is warranted? Why or why not? Have you ever made a
decision you later felt guilty about, because of the consequences? How did that change you?
3. Moira is smart, savvy, and talented...yet she was duped by her fiancé. What are some reasons she might
have failed to notice clues about his real character? Have you ever been betrayed? How did you feel about
that --- and what did you learn?
4. Ken Blaine has everything going for him --- but he makes choices that ruin his life. Do you think his
experience with his father is the reason he became so misguided? Based on the flashback scene, what is
your impression of the elder Blaine and his relationship with his son? Point to specific things in that scene that
helped form your impression.
5. Ellen Blaine has given up on a marriage that appears to have been satisfying at one time --- yet she
remains in the relationship because it’s convenient and gives her the material things she wants. Do you know

of anyone who’s in a marriage that’s less than ideal? Why do some marriages lose their luster? What are
some ways spouses can keep a marriage vibrant and healthy?
6. Had Ellen Blaine intervened when her husband began to exhibit signs of problems, do you think his
outcome might have been different? What might she have done to try and help him?
7. Blaine rationalizes the actions he takes with older patients, using many of the arguments employed by
those who favor euthanasia. What do you think about those arguments? How might you counter them? What
does the Bible teach on this subject?
8. Moira struggles a little with the pretext techniques Cal and the other Phoenix PIs use. Do you agree with
Cal’s justification? Do you have a problem with pretext used in the cause of justice? Why or why not?
9. What secondary character did you find most interesting? Why?
10. Blaine’s character is very complex; a true study in contradictions. Did you find him to be credible? Why or
why not? Based on what we know about his background, why might he have had a special interest in wanting
to heal children?
11. What was your impression of PIs --- and the cases they work on --- going into this book? Did this story
reinforce your opinion . . . or change it? In what way?
12. Moira learns a lesson from Nikki about judging other people by appearances. Have you ever done that? If
so, have you ever been wrong? Why do you think our opinions are often so influenced by appearances? Is
that always a bad thing?
13. Moira has a close, healthy relationship with her father, and though her brother spends a lot of time
overseas, it’s clear they’re close too. In what ways can strong family relationships enhance a person’s life?
14. What are your impressions of Cal’s partners? Are you looking forward to their stories?
15. As an investigative reporter, Moira has handled some dangerous stories --- and taken personal risks in
the name of exposing crime. In light of that, did her decision at the end of the book to follow Blaine (since no
one else was available) surprise you? Was it in keeping with her character? What other choice might she
have made?
16. Did the final scene with Blaine --- and the action he took --- surprise you? Why or why not?
17. At one point, Moira suggests to Cal that he follow Socrates’ advice about prayer: “Our prayers should be
for blessings in general, for God knows best what is good for us.” Do you agree with that, or do you think
people should pray for specific things? Why?
18. Describe Moira, Cal, and Blaine, using three adjectives for each. Cite specific examples of actions they
took in the story that made you choose these words.
19. Who is the most interesting main character for you? Why?
20. Did you find Vanished suspenseful? Did you think the plot was well constructed and credible, and the
characters believable? Why or why not? Talk about your impressions of the book from a literary standpoint --its strengths and weaknesses. If you were the author, would you have done anything differently?
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Critical Praise
"Hannon’s intricately developed characters struggle with complex moral issues, bringing into question
whether the ends ever do justify the means. An engaging, satisfying tale that will no doubt leave readers

anxiously anticipating the next installment."
— Publishers Weekly
"Double-RITA winner Hannon begins a new romantic-suspense series, and this novel’s fast-paced plot and
compelling characters (including a surprisingly complex villain) make it an excellent suggestion for
inspirational-fiction fans as well as readers who enjoy Mary Higgins Clark’s subtly chilling brand of suspense."
— Booklist
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